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SYSTAINERS & SORTAINERS

1 T-LOC SYSTAINERS can be attached to the top of Classic 
SYSTAINERS. Classic SYSTAINERS cannot be attached to

 the top of T-LOC SYSTAINERS.

Storage/Mobility

With the T-LOC single-point latch, our SYSTAINERS are 
easy to access and connect for better organization and 
worksite effi ciency. They’re compatible with the SYS-
Dock feature of our Dust Extractors, SYS-Port and CT 
Workcenter, as well as our Classic SYSTAINERS 1.

DISTRIBUTED BY:
Pro Wood Finishes
14622 Southlawn Lane
Rockville MD 20850
Ph: (301) 424-3033
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Storage/Mobility

Features + Capabilities

T-LOC (Lock, Open, Connect)

Flexible drawers and compartments

Storing, transporting, and accessing tools, 
accessories and consumables is quick and 
easy, with one-hand access and a twist of the 
wrist (on SYSTAINERS equipped with T-LOC 
latches).

Stackable

All standard SYSTAINERS have similar 
dimensions for easy stacking, storing and 
transport.

The SORTAINER is available in many 
confi gurations. Drawers and compartments 
can also be confi gured with insert dividers.

Mobility

Can be mounted on an independent rolling 
base, called a SYS-Cart, or mounted on CT 
Dust Extractors via SYS-Dock feature for quick 
and easy transportation.

More Details

Oversized handle

Large, centrally positioned, oversized-
handle is strong enough for heavy loads 
and has enough clearance between 
the handle and lid to be carried while 
wearing gloves.

Latches

Each drawer (SORTAINER only) features 
a pull-out lock that helps to prevent the 
drawers from being removed or falling 
out unintentionally.

CT Dust Extractor
Across the shop, or across town, mobile CT Dust Extractors help you work clean. Each unit 
can be paired with a wide range of SYSTAINERS and accessories to keep critical equipment 
right at hand.

See more on page 8.

system. unmatched.
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200117
$150.00

The SYS-Roll

The SYS-Cart

SYS-Combi 2 
SYS-Combi 3 

SORTAINER SYS 4

Customize your storage needs by putting a tool 
and related accessories in one SYSTAINER. Large 
drawer provides quick access to commonly used 
accessories or small parts so you can do more 
with less.

The new SORTAINER SYS 4 boasts 
three large drawers with dividers in an 
all-new, lighter format than traditional 
SORTAINERS. Optional Storage Boxes 
can be used for even greater organization 
for greater onsite effi ciency.

Storage/Mobility

498660| $205.00

Light, but able to carry a load, 
SYS-Roll is a convenient way to 
get SYSTAINERS to and from the 
worksite, no matter the terrain. 
It features integrated storage, 
reinforced risers and more.

495020| $99.00

With the low-profi le, rugged SYS-Cart, create custom 
tool and accessory assortments for a job, maneuver 
where you need to go, and keep everything in place.

200119| $170.00

|
200118| $160.00
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Container Set
Red (12 inserts)

$20.00
498038

 
Container Set
Yellow (6 inserts)

$13.75
498039

 
Container Set
Blue (3 inserts)

$8.50
498040

 
Container Set
Green (2 inserts)

$8.50
498041

 
Container Set
Orange (1 insert)

$12.50
498042

 

Container Set
Small container set for use in Sys-Storage Box. Removable boxes feature 
interlocking feet to prevent movement during transport. Dimensions: 2-3/8" x 
2-3/8" x 2-3/4" (60 x 60 x 71 mm). (6 pieces)

$12.50
500066

 

Container Set
Medium container set for use in Sys-Storage Box. Removable boxes feature 
interlocking feet to prevent movement during transport. Dimensions: 2-3/8" x 
4-3/4" x 2-3/4" (60 x 120 x 71 mm). (4 pieces)

$14.75
500067

 

Container Set
Large container set for use in Sys-Storage Box. Removable boxes feature interlocking 
feet to prevent movement during transport. Dimensions: 7-3/32" x 4-3/4" x 2-3/4" (180 x 
120 x 71 mm). (2 pieces)

$17.75
500068

 

Container Set
For use in SYS-Storage Box, SYS-Combi 2, SYS-Combi 3, and SYS 4-Sort/3. Removable 
boxes feature interlocking feet to prevent movement during transport. Includes 8 Small 
Containers, 4 Medium Containers, 3 Dividers, and 2 Safety Cushions.

$27.00
201124

Storage/Mobility

SYSTAINER ACCESSORIES

 
Auxiliary handle
Additional handle for SYS 1 TL and SYS 2 TL. Attaches to front of SYSTAINER for 
vertical carry position.

$17.75
497856

 
Cover Plate
Protective sleeves for use with custom labels on T-LOC SYSTAINERS. (10 pieces)

$8.50
497855

 
Lock
Adding an additional layer of security to the custom-built solution of the Sys-AZ 
drawers. Secure each drawer individually as needed. Includes one lock and one key.

$17.75
500693

FOAM INSERTS FOR SYSTAINERS

 
Foam inserts
Dimpled insert (for lid), 1 base insert and 1 diced insert to convert empty 
SYSTAINERS to SYS Vari confi gurations.

$30.00
497877

Foam Insert
for SYS MAXI (not shown)

$21.00
491633

Base pad
for SYS MAXI (not shown)

$13.75
491632

 
Diced foam insert set
Diced sections can be pushed out to produce any desired shape. 2 inserts in set. 
Replacements for SYS Vari.

$17.75
497878

Foam Insert
for SYS 1–SYS 5 Lid (not shown)

$8.50
498044

CONTAINERS FOR SYS-STORAGE BOX

INSERTS FOR T-LOC SYS 1 BOX


